Important Information for Applicants

Please take note of the following before submitting your application

**Funding** | External Research Associates, Visiting Scholars, Visiting Graduate Associates and Post-Doctoral Associates must be self-funded. YCAR is unable to provide funding.

**Office space, computers, email addresses, library cards** | YCAR is unable to provide office space to all External Research Associates, Visiting Scholars, Visiting Graduate Associates or Post-Doctoral Associates. Applicants should clearly specify their office space needs at the time of application. Associates normally must provide their own computers. Due to university regulations, YCAR is unable to provide email addresses to the above-mentioned Associates. YCAR is normally able to assist Associates with securing a York University library card and with accessing internet while at the university.

**Personal and immigration matters** | YCAR takes no responsibility for the financial and other personal arrangements of its External Research Associates, Visiting Scholars, Visiting Graduate Associates or Post-Doctoral Associates. It is unable to provide individual guidance or assistance to Associates seeking housing. In the case of international scholars, those who are not Canadian citizens must obtain a visa to enter Canada and must prove that they have adequate funds to support themselves and any dependents who will be traveling with them for the duration of their visit. YCAR is unable to provide individual guidance or assistance with immigration-related matters.

For more information: ycar@yorku.ca